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        Maseches Yoma, Daf  סב – Daf ח ס  

 

Daf In Review is being sent l’zecher nishmas R’ Avrohom Abba ben R’ Dov HaKohen, A”H  
vl’zecher nishmas Habachur Yechezkel Shraga A”H ben R’ Avrohom Yehuda 

 

---------------------------------------Daf 62---סב--------------------------------------- 
PEREK SHNEI SE’IREI -- PEREK SHISHI 

 
MISHNA 

• The 2 goats for the Yom Kippur Avodah should ideally be alike in appearance, in height, and in value, and should 
be bought together. If they are not alike in these ways, or if they are purchased separately, they are still valid. 

• If one of the goats died before the gorel took place, they bring one new goat to replace the one that died. If a 
goat dies after the gorel has taken place, a new pair of goats must be brought. The results of the gorel will 
determine which goat should replace the one that died. If the goat for the Chatas had died, the Kohen Gadol 
says “Let the goat that the gorel chose to be the Chatas, take its place”. A similar declaration is made when the 
Azazel goat is the one that died. The other goat is then let to pasture until it gets a mum. It is then sold and the 
money is used to buy voluntary korbanos for the Mizbe’ach. Although typically a Chatas that is not needed is left 
to die, the chatas of a tzibbur is not left to die. R’ Yehuda says, it is left to die. 

• R’ Yehuda said further, if the blood of the goat spills before the sprinklings are done, we leave the Azazel goat to 
die. If the Azazel goat dies, we spill out the blood of the Chatas goat. In both cases, both goats of a new pair are 
then used.  

 
GEMARA 

• A Braisa says, the pasuk says “yikach snhei se’irei izim”. The word “se’irei” already means 2, so why say “shnei”? 
It teaches that the goats should be alike. However, the pasuk says the word “sa’ir” twice to teach that this 
requirement is not essential. 

o Q: It seems that if not for the word “sa’ir” twice we would have said that animals that are not similar are 
passul even b’dieved. Where would we have learned that from? A: From the fact that the pesukim say 
“shnei” 3 times.  

▪ Q: Now that we know it is valid b’dieved, what do the 3 words of “shnei” come to teach? A: One 
teaches that they should be the same in appearance, one teaches regarding height, and one 
teaches regarding value. 

o There is a similar Braisa regarding the two animals that a metzora needs to bring. The pasuk says “yikach 
shnei kevasim”. The word “kevasim” already means 2, so why say “shnei”? It teaches that the lambs 
should be alike. However, the pasuk says the word “keves” twice to teach that this requirement is not 
essential. 

▪ Q: It seems that if not for the word “keves” twice we would have said that animals that are not 
similar are passul even b’dieved. Where would we have learned that from? A: From the fact that 
the pasuk says “tihiyeh”. 

• Q: Now that we know it is valid b’dieved, what does the word “tihiyeh” teach? A: That 
all other aspects of the metzora’s process are essential even b’dieved.  

o There is a similar Braisa regarding the two birds that a metzora needs to bring. The pasuk says “shtei 
tziparim”. The word “tziparim” already means 2, so why say “shtei”? It teaches that the birds should be 
alike. However, the pasuk says the word “tzipor” twice to teach that this requirement is not essential. 

▪ Q: It seems that if not for the word “tzipor” twice we would have said that birds that are not 
similar are passul even b’dieved. Where would we have learned that from? A: From the fact that 
the pasuk says “tihiyeh”. 

• Q: Now that we know it is valid b’dieved, what does the word “tihiyeh” teach? A: That 
all other aspects of the metzora’s process are essential even b’dieved.  
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o Q: The pasuk regarding the Tamid also says “shnayim layom”, so we should learn out that the two 
animals should ideally be alike!? A: That word is used to teach that the morning and afternoon Tamid 
should be shechted using the second row of rings in the Azarah (in the morning the second row of rings 
in the northwest and in the afternoon the second row of rings in the northeast), which will assure that it 
is shechted in the sunlight, not in the shade. 

o With regard to the Shabbos Mussaf, the pasuk says “shnei kevasim”, and that surely teaches that the 
two lambs should ideally be alike.  

• A Braisa says, if one shechts both of the Yom Kippur goats outside the Azarah (which is assur and carries the 
chatas or kares penalties), if it is done before the gorel, he is chayuv for each goat. If it is done after the gorel, he 
is only chayuv for the Chatas goat. 

o Q: Before the gorel, neither goat is fit to be offered, so why would he be chayuv? A: R’ Chisda said, he is 
chayuv because the goat is fit to be used for the Mussaf (which does not need the gorel).  

▪ Q: It is not fit to be the mussaf either, because it is not yet the time for the mussaf!? A: R’ 
Chisda holds that as long as something is fit on a particular day, it is not considered unfit just 
because it is not to be brought until later on that day. 

▪ Ravina said, based on what can be inferred from R’ Chisda, that when an action is lacking (like 
when the gorel wasn’t done) the korbon is not considered fit (and shechting it outside would 
not make him chayuv), if a Shelamim is shechted outside the Azarah when the doors of the 
Heichal are closed, he would not be chayuv, because a Shelamim may not be shechted when the 
doors are closed (based on the pasuk “u’shechato pesach ohel moed”). 

▪ Q: We are saying that R’ Chisda said, “since” the animal may be offered as the mussaf, he would 
be chayuv. We find that R’ Chisda says that if one shechts a Pesach during the year (not on Erev 
Pesach) outside the Azarah, and does so not for its own sake, he is chayuv. This would suggest 
that if he shechts with no specific intent, it would be as if he shechted it for its own sake and he 
would be patur. Why doesn’t he say that “since” it is fit to be offered not for its own sake inside 
the Azarah, he should be chayuv for shechting it outside!? A: The Pesach needs a specific intent 
to uproot it from its designation as a Pesach. The Yom Kippur goat before the gorel does not 
need a specific intent to uproot it, and therefore may be designated as a Mussaf. 

 

---------------------------------------Daf 63---סג--------------------------------------- 

• R’ Dimi said, that R’ Yirmiya in the name of R’ Yochanan said, one is not chayuv for shechting a Pesach outside 
the Azarah throughout the year (other than on Erev Pesach), whether it is offered for its sake or not. 

o Q: R’ Dimi asked, if it is shechted not for its sake, it is fit to be offered in the Azarah as a Shelamim, and 
therefore he should be chayuv for offering it outside the Azarah!? A: R’ Yirmiya answered, a korbon is 
considered to be brought for its sake until it is specifically brought not for its sake in the Azarah. That 
same intention outside the Azarah is ineffective. Therefore, the Pesach will have the status of being 
brought for its sake, which makes it unfit to be brought in the Azarah.  

• Ravin said, that R’ Yirmiya in the name of R’ Yochanan said, one is chayuv for shechting a Pesach outside the 
Azarah throughout the year (other than on Erev Pesach), whether it is offered for its sake or not. 

o Q: When shechted for its sake, the Pesach is not fit to be offered inside the Azarah, and therefore he 
should not be chayuv for shechting it with that intention outside the Azarah!? A: Ravin holds that during 
the rest of the year a Pesach automatically has the status of a Shelamim, without need for a specific 
intent. Therefore, it is as if he shechted a Shelamim outside the Azarah, and he is chayuv.  

• The Braisa quoted earlier said, if one shechts the two Yom Kippur goats outside the Azarah, after the gorel was 
done, he is only chayuv for the shechting of the Chatas goat.  

o A Braisa teaches the source for this rule from a pasuk. The pasuk that forbids shechting a korbon outside 
the Azarah says “v’ehl pesach Ohel Moed lo hevio l’hakriv korbon LaShem”. The word “korbon” alone 
would suggest that even bedek habayis animals are included in the prohibition (they are referred to as 
“korbon” as well). The pasuk therefore says “v’ehl pesach Ohel Moed…” The prohibition only applies to 
animals that are fit to be brought to the entrance of the Ohel Moed. Still, this would suggest that the 
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Azazel goat is included (because it is brought to the entrance for the gorel and for the semicha process). 
The pasuk therefore says “LaShem”, which teaches that only korbanos offered to Hashem are included. 

▪ Rava said, although we find times that the word “LaShem” is used to include things (a Braisa 
uses that word to include the prohibition of being makdish a goat less than 8 days old for the 
Azazel), not to exclude, it all depends on the context of the pasuk. Here, since the words 
“pesach Ohel Moed” come to include, the word “LaShem” must come to exclude.  

• Q: How could we think that the Azazel goat could be made kadosh when less than 8 
days old? The goat must be part of the gorel, and the gorel must be on goats that are 
each fit to be a Chatas!? A: R’ Yosef said, the inclusion is needed according to Chanan 
Hamitzri, who says that there are times when the Azazel goat is taken without a gorel (if 
the original Azazel goat died). The pasuk teaches that even then, it cannot be less than 8 
days old.  

• Q: It may be that Chanan Hamitzri requires a gorel even in that case, and his point is 
that the Chatas blood does not become passul just because the Azazel goat died!? A: R’ 
Yosef said, the pasuk is necessary according to R’ Shimon, who clearly says that when 
the Azazel goat dies a new one is brought without use of a gorel. A2: Ravina said, the 
pasuk is needed for a case where the Azazel goat got a mum, in which case the kedusha 
is redeemed onto another goat without a gorel. We have learned in a Braisa that if the 
Azazel goat got a mum after the gorel, it becomes passul and must be replaced. A3: 
Rava said the pasuk is needed to teach that if the mother of this Azazel goat was 
shechted on Yom Kippur after the gorel was done (e.g. for a sick person), in which case 
the Azazel goat may not be shechted that day, it may not be used for the Azazel. 
Although it was fit to be shechted at the time of the gorel, it is not fit now, and 
therefore cannot be used for the Azazel. 

o Q: The Azazel goat will not be shechted, so why should it be passul? A: Its being 
pushed off the mountain has the status of a shechita. 

 

---------------------------------------Daf 64---סד--------------------------------------- 
IHM SHEL SHEM MEIS ZEH SHE’ALAH ALAV… 

• Rav says, the goat remaining alive from the first pair is the one used for the Chatas or the Azazel, and the 
duplicate of the new pair is the one left to graze. R’ Yochanan says, the one remaining from the first pair is left 
to graze and the second pair is used in its entirety. 

o The machlokes is, Rav holds that live things do not become permanently rejected (even though it could 
not be brought once its pair died, when a new animal is brought, the first animal again becomes valid). 
R’ Yochanan holds that even living things that become passul, can never become valid again.  

▪ Rav learns his view from an animal less than 8 days old, which may not be brought as a korbon, 
but may be brought after it reaches 8 days old. 

• Q: That case is different because it never had a period of validity before its invalidity!? 
A: Rav learns his view from an animal that had a temporary mum (it was valid before it 
got it, passul while it had it, and valid again after it is gone). We know that such an 
animal becomes valid again, because the pasuk says “mum bam”, which teaches that 
only while there is a mum is it passul. 

o R’ Yochanan says that the pasuk also says “bahem”, which teaches that this 
concept of revalidation only applies to the invalidity of a mum, not to other 
types of invalidation. Rav says that the “bahem” teaches that they are only 
passul in isolation. However, if limbs of an animal with a mum became mixed 
with limbs of valid animals (and they can’t be told apart), as long as one of the 
limbs were already offered onto the Mizbe’ach, the remaining limbs may be 
offered as well.  
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▪ R’ Yochanan learns this halacha from the fact that the pasuk says 
“bahem” instead of “bam”. Rav doesn’t learn a drasha from this. 

o Q: According to Rav, we can understand that the animal remaining of the first pair does not become 
passul, but why must that one be brought? A: Rava said, Rav holds like R’ Yose who says that ideally, the 
first one should always be used for korbanos (this was explained earlier, that we see this from Pesach, 
where the first animal is used, even if it is lost and found after a second animal was already separated). 

o Rava said, our Mishna seems to follow Rav, because it says, “If the goat for Hashem died, the new goat 
should take its place”. This suggests that the original Azazel goat is still used. A Braisa seems to follow R’ 
Yochanan, because it says that the pasuk “yamad chai” teaches that the animal to be used is the one of 
the new pair. 

o Q: The Mishna brings the shita of R’ Yehuda, who says that if the blood of the Chatas spills, we must let 
the Azazel goat die (and bring a new pair to be used in its entirety). We see that only the new pair is 
used!? A: Rav would agree that R’ Yehuda does not hold like him, but has the T”K who does hold like 
him.  

▪ Q: According to R’ Yochanan (that only the new pair is used), what is the machlokes between 
the T”K and R’ Yehuda (who seem to argue whether the remaining goat of the first pair or the 
entire second pair is used)? A: We have already stated that the Mishna seems to follow Rav.  

o Q: The Mishna says that the animal from the second pair that is not used is left to graze, because it is a 
korbon tzibbur. However, had it been a korbon yachid, it would have been left to die. Now, this makes 
sense according to R’ Yochanan, because a korbon yachid is left to die only when the original animal is 
lost and the replacement is used. In that case, the original animal is left to die. However, according to 
Rav (that the original animal is used), this second animal is more akin to the case of where a second 
animal is separated as “achrayus” to make sure that an animal is available in case something happens to 
the first animal. In that case, the second animal of this korbon yachid (if not used) is left to graze, and 
not left to die!? A: Since Rava has explained that Rav holds like R’ Yose that the first animal must be 
used, the second animal has the status as if it was separated “to be lost”, in which case it must be left to 
die.  

o Q: In the Mishna, R’ Yehuda argues and says that the animal must be left to die. According to R’ 
Yochanan this makes sense, because R’ Yehuda is arguing on the T”K who says that the animal of the 
first pair must be left to graze, and R’ Yehuda is saying that it must be left to die. However, according to 
Rav, since the T”K is referring to the animal of the second pair, R’ Yehuda must be saying that the 
animal of the second pair is left to die. We see that R’ Yehuda holds a live animal can become 
permanently rejected, which means that he can’t use the first animal. If so, how can the second animal 
be left to die? What animal will be used for the Avodah!? A: Even according to Rav, R’ Yehuda is 
referring to the remaining animal of the first pair, and is saying that it must be left to die.  

▪ Q: Others ask that according to R’ Yochanan, why does the Mishna say “and R’ Yehuda says 
further”? According to R’ Yochanan, both the T”K and R’ Yehuda agree that live animals can be 
permanently rejected. There is only one machlokes, whether the animal of the first pair is left to 
graze or to die!? A: KASHYEH. 

 

---------------------------------------Daf  65---סה-------------------------------------- 
V’OD AMAR R’ YEHUDA NISHPACH HADAM YAMUS HAMISHTALE’ACH 

• Q: It makes sense that if the blood spills we must let the Azazel goat die, because the mitzvah was not done with 
the blood yet. However, if the Azazel goat dies, why must we spill out the blood? Once the gorel chooses the 
Azazel goat, the Azazel process is no longer essential, so it is as if the mitzvah has already been done at that 
point. If so, why do we need to spill out the blood of the Chatas!? A: In the Yeshiva of R’ Yannai they said, the 
pasuk says “yamad chai”, which teaches that the Azazel must remain alive until after the blood offerings of the 
Chatas. 

• A Mishna in Shekalim says, if the people of a city send their machtzis hashekels to the Beis Hamikdash with a 
messenger, and the messenger loses them or they are stolen from him (in which case he must swear as to what 
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happened and is then patur from having to pay for them), if money was already separated from the new 
machtzis hashekels by the Beis Hamikdash, this lost money is considered to belong to Hekdesh, and the 
messenger must therefore swear to the one in charge of Hekdesh. If the new money was not yet separated, he 
must swear to the people of the city, in which case the people must then give new machtzis hashekels. If the 
money is later found, they must be given to Hekdesh as well, but the people of the city may not credit the 
money for their obligation of the following year. R’ Yehuda says that it may be credited for the obligation of the 
following year. Rava explained, R’ Yehuda holds that obligations of this year may be used for next year.  

o Q: Abaye asked, a Braisa says, if the par or goat of Yom Kippur got lost, and replacements were brought 
in, or if the se’irei avoda zarah were lost and replacements were brought in, and the original animals are 
then found, R’ Yehuda says, the original animals are all left to die. According to what Rava just said, R’ 
Yehuda should allow these animals to be brought the next year!? A: Rava said, that doesn’t hold true for 
a korbon tzibbur, because it must be bought from the funds of that year, so the animals bought with this 
year’s funds can’t be saved for next year. 

▪ Q: That answers for the goat, however the par must be purchased with the Kohen Gadol’s funds, 
so why can’t it be saved for the next year? A: In truth the par could be saved, but we say that it 
must be left to die, so that one not get confused and think that the goat can be saved for the 
next year as well.  

• Q: Would we leave an animal to die just for a concern that one would confuse the 
halacha of a different animal? In addition, the halacha that the korbonos tzibbur must 
be bought with the current year’s money is itself only l’chatchila!? A: R’ Zeira said, we 
cannot save the goats for the next year because this year’s gorel designation cannot 
help for next year. 

o Q: Why can’t they save the goats for next year and make a new gorel? A: We 
don’t do that, as a gezeirah that people may think that the gorel’s designation 
helps for the next year.  

o Q: That can explain the goat, but the par, that is not decided by gorel, should be 
saved for the next year!? A: We don’t save the par, as a gezeirah that we 
shouldn’t come to save the goat. 

o Q: Will we allow the par to die just because of a gezeirah? A: The par is left to 
die as a gezeirah for the case of when the Kohen Gadol dies in middle of the 
year, in which case it is a chatas whose owner has died, in which case the animal 
must be left to die as well.  

o Q: That would explain the par, however the goat is a chatas of the tzibbur, 
which would not be left to die!? A: We allow the goat to die as a gezeirah for 
the case of the par. 

o Q: Will we allow the goat to die just because of a gezeirah? A: It is a gezeriah for 
the case of a chatas that is older than a year old (which would be passul, 
because the chatas goat must be within its first year). 

o Q: It is more than a gezeira, because by the next Yom Kippur the chatas goat will 
surely be more than a year old and will clearly be passul!? A: The Braisa follows 
Rebbi, who says that the year for this purpose is a 365 day year. Therefore, it is 
possible that by the next Yom Kippur (which is 354 days away), the goat will still 
be less than one year old.  

o Q: This answers for the case of the goat. However, the par does not need to be 
less than a year!? A: We allow the par to die as a gezeirah for the case of the 
goat. 

o Q: Will we allow the par to die just because of a gezeirah? Also, even the goat 
itself that is over a year is not left to die, it is left to graze and get a mum!? A: 
Rather, Rava said, the reason we let them die is because we are afraid that if 
they are saved until next year, there will be a takalah (mishap) brought about 
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through them. Since these animals are fit to be offered, we are concerned that 
they will mistakenly be offered not in their proper time or manner.  

▪ We find that the concept of whether we must be concerned for takalah 
is actually a machlokes among Tanna’im. 

 

---------------------------------------Daf 66---סו--------------------------------------- 
MISHNA 

• After completing the Avodos of the blood of the par and Chatas goat, the Kohen Gadol then goes to the Azazel 
goat. He does semicha on the goat and says viduy for Klal Yisrael. When the people there hear him say the Name 
of Hashem, they would kneel, bow, and fall on their faces and respond “Baruch Sheim…” 

• He would then give over the goat to the one who was appointed to take it to the Azazel. 
o All are valid to take the goat to the Azazel, but the Kohanim Gedolim made a rule that only Kohanim 

should take it. R’ Yose says, it once happened that Arsela, who was a Yisrael, took the goat to the Azazel. 

• They built a ramp that would take this person and the goat from the Azarah to outside of the city. This was done 
because the Yidden from Bavel would pull at his hair, yelling at him to hurry up (so that they not delay in 
receiving a kapparah for their aveiros). The ramp put him out of the reach of these people.  

 
GEMARA 

• The Mishna says that the viduy was said for Klal Yisrael, but makes no mention of the Kohanim. R’ Yirmiya said, 
the Mishna does not follow R’ Yehuda, who says that the Kohanim received a kapparah from the Azazel goat as 
well. Abaye said our Mishna does follow R’ Yehuda. When the Kohen Gadol says “Klal Yisrael”, that surely 
includes the Kohanim as well! 

MESARO L’MI SHEMOLICHO 

• A Braisa says, the pasuk says that the goat is sent with an “ish iti”. The word “ish” teaches that even a non-
Kohen is valid for this. The word “iti” teaches that the person should be designated from before Yom Kippur, 
that this overrides Shabbos, and that this overrides tumah. 

o Q: It seems obvious that a non-Kohen is valid, since this is not an Avodah!? A: We would think, that since 
the pasuk says “kapparah” in reference to the Azazel goat, it must be done by a Kohen.  

o Q: In what way does Shabbos need to be overridden for this? A: R’ Sheishes said, this teaches that if the 
goat was sick and could not walk, the person may carry the goat on Shabbos to the Azazel.  

▪ Even according to R’ Nosson, who says that a live animal carries itself, and a person is not 
chayuv for carrying a live animal, a pasuk would still be needed here, because a sick animal does 
not carry itself.  

▪ Rafram said, from the fact that we are saying that this carrying is only an issue on Shabbos, it 
must be that the laws against carrying and the halachos of techum do not apply to Yom Kippur.  

o Q: In what way does tumah need to be overridden for this? A: R’ Sheishes said, if the appointed person 
became tamei, he is still allowed to walk into the Azarah to take the animal from the Kohen Gadol.  

• In a Braisa, it was asked of R’ Eliezer 3 questions, and he avoided answering all three. They asked: 1) If the goat 
is sick, may the appointed person carry it to the Azazel?; 2) If the appointed person was sick, may a different 
person take the goat to the Azazel?; 3) If the goat does not die when it is thrown down the mountain, should the 
appointed person go down the mountain and kill the goat? The Chachomim said, the sick goat may be carried by 
the person, if the person is sick another person may be sent, and if the goat did not die the person should go 
down and kill the goat.  

o In another Braisa, a number of questions were asked of R’ Eliezer, and he again avoided answering 
them. The Gemara explains, he did so not because he did not know how to answer them, but rather 
because he would not answer anything that he did not hear from his rabbei’im. 

o The Gemara brings an additional incident where a woman asked R’ Eliezer, why were there 3 different 
punishments for the people who worshipped the Eigel (some were killed by the sword, some by a 
plague, and others by the “hadrokan” disease)? Again, he avoided giving the answer.  
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▪ Rav and Levi argue as to the reason for the differing punishments. One says that those who 
shechted korbonos or brought ketores to the Eigel were killed by the sword, those who hugged 
and kissed the Eigel were killed with a plague, and those who were happy that the Eigel was 
being worshipped were killed with hadrokan. The other says, that those who were warned and 
had witnesses who saw them do it, were killed by the sword, those who were witnessed but 
were not warned were killed with the plague, and those who had neither were killed with 
hadrokan. 

▪ R’ Yehuda said, we learn from the pasuk that no one from Shevet Levi worshipped the Eigel.  

• Q: The sons of R’ Pappa bar Abba asked, the pasuk says that the Levi’im even killed their 
own fathers, brothers, and sons who worshipped the Eigel!? A: Ravina said, this refers 
to their grandfathers who were Yisraelim, their half-brothers who were Yisraelim, and 
their grandsons who were Yisraelim. 

V’KEVESH ASU LO… 

• Rabbah bar bar Chana said, it was actually the people of Alexandria who would pull his hair and hurry him, but 
because the people of Eretz Yisrael disliked the people of Bavel, they blamed it on them.  

o We find that R’ Yehuda says this in a Braisa as well.  
TOYL V’TZEI 

• A Braisa explains, they would yell to get the goat, which “carried” all their aveiros, to the Azazel, so that they can 
quickly receive a kapparah. 

 

---------------------------------------Daf 67---סז--------------------------------------- 
MISHNA 

• Some of the prestigious people of Yerushalayim would accompany the appointed person to the first succah. 
There were 10 succos that were set up from Yerushalayim until the Azazel, which was a distance of 90 “ris”, 
there being 7.5 ris to each “mil”. 

• At each succah, the person who had stayed in the succah would offer food and drink to the appointed person, 
and would then accompany him to the next succah along the way. From the last succah to the Azazel they would 
not accompany him, rather they would watch from a distance.  

• At the Azazel, the appointed person would split the red string, tying half onto a rock and the other half to the 
goat’s horns. He would push the goat backwards down the mountain. The goat would tumble down, and would 
be ripped to pieces before even reaching the halfway point. The appointed person would then walk back to the 
last succah, and wait there until nighttime.  

• At what point does his clothing become tamei? The T”K says, from when he exits out of the walls of 
Yerushalayim. R’ Shimon says, from when he pushes the goat down the mountain.  

 
GEMARA 

• A Braisa says, R’ Meir says there were 10 succos over a distance of 12 mil. R’ Yehuda says there were 9 succos 
over a distance of 10 mil. R’ Yose says there were 5 succos over a distance of 10 mil, and the person of each 
succah could walk to the next by way of having made an eiruv. R’ Yose said, my son Elazar said, if we are coming 
on to use of an eiruv, no more than 2 succos are needed for the distance of 10 mil (with multiple people in each 
succah, some of which make their eiruv one way, allowing them to walk 2 mil in that direction, and some of 
which make their eiruv the opposite way, allowing them to walk 2 mil in that direction – by doing so, and having 
the people of the different succos meet at the halfway point of 4 mil between the succah and Yerushalyim, and 
then the succah and the next succah, a distance of 10 mil can be covered). 

o The Braisa that says that the appointed person walked from the last succah to the Azazel alone must 
follow R’ Meir, because according to the other shitos, the person of the last succah was able to walk him 
all the way (either because it was within the techum or because he made an eiruv). 

AHL KOL SUCCAH V’SUCCAH OMRIM LO HAREI MAZON V’HAREI MAYIM 
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• A Braisa says, no appointed person ever needed to eat or drink, but knowing that he could, made the fasting 
easier. 

MEH HAYA OSEH CHOLEK LASHON SHEL ZEHORIS 

• Q: Why didn’t he tie the entire string to the rock? A: There is a mitzvah to push the goat down the mountain. 
We are concerned that if the string were to turn white before he did so, he would not push the goat down. Since 
he has to tie it to the goat as well, he will surely push it down. 

• Q: Why doesn’t he tie the entire string to the goat? A: We are concerned that if the goat turns its head, the 
person will not be able to see if the string turned white.  

• A Braisa says, originally they would tie the red string to the outside of the Ullam. If it turned white, the people 
were happy. If it didn’t, they became depressed. They therefore instituted that it be tied on the inside of the 
Ullam. People would still peek inside to see if it changed color. They then instituted that the string be tied half to 
the rock and half to the goat. R’ Nachum bar Pappa in the name of R’ Elazar Hakapar said, originally they would 
tie the string to the inside of the Ullam so that when it turned white, they would know the Azazel goat process 
was done, and they could move on to the other Avodos.  

LO HAYA MAGIYA L’MACHTZIS HAHAR 

• Q: They asked, are the limbs of the Azazel goat mutar to benefit from? A: There is a machlokes between Rav and 
Shmuel: one says they are mutar (the pasuk says “bamidbar” which teaches that they become hefker like the 
desert) and one says they are assur (the pasuk then says “gezeirah”, which also refers to ownerless land, but the 
double description as such teaches that it is assur). 

o Q: What does the one who says they are assur, darshen with the word “bamidbar”? A: He uses it along 
with the 2 other mentions of “midbar” said in regard to the Azazel goat to teach that the Azazel process 
must be done while the Shechina rested in Nov and Givon, in Shiloh, and in the Beis Hamikdash.  

o Q: What does the one who says they are mutar, darshen with the word “gezeirah”? A: He uses it to 
teach that the mountain must be a sharp cliff, or that the goat would be torn apart by the mountain, or 
that this process is a decree from Hashem and one should not question it.  

o Rava said, it makes sense to say that the limbs are mutar, because the Torah wouldn’t say to do this 
procedure and leave assur limbs there when it can lead to one unknowingly benefitting from them. 

• A Braisa says, the word “Azazel” teaches that the mountain should be jagged and hard. The word “bamidbar” 
teaches that it must be out in the desert. The word “gezeirah” teaches that it must be a cliff.  

• A Braisa says, the word “Azazel” teaches that the strongest and most jagged mountain should be used. 

• A Braisa of R’ Yishmael says, the word “Azazel” teaches that this process brings a kappara for acts of znus.  

• A Braisa says, “es mishpatai ta’asu” refers to halachos that one would follow by logic (even if not commanded by 
Hashem), such as laws against avodah zarah, znus, murder, stealing, and blasphemy. “V’es chukosai tishmiru” 
refers to halachos that are not logical, such as the prohibition to eat pig, or to wear shatnez, or the halachos of 
yibum, the tahara process of a metzora, or the Azazel goat. The pasuk says “Ani Hashem” to tell us that we have 
no right to think whether these make sense, and must do them as commanded.  

EIMASAI METAMEH BEGADIM 

• A Braisa says, only the appointed person’s clothing become tamei, but not the clothing of those who accompany 
him out of Yerushalayim. R’ Yehuda darshens from pesukim that the appointed person’s clothing becomes 
tamei as soon as he exits Yerushalayim. R’ Yose says, they become tamei when he reaches the Azazel mountain. 
R’ Shimon says, they become tamei when he pushes the animal off the cliff.  

 
MISHNA 

• After sending off the Azazel goat, the Kohen Gadol goes to the (dead) Chatas goat and par. He opens them, 
removes the parts that are to be burned on the Mizbe’ach, and puts these parts into a bowl. He then twists the 
limbs of the animals together and they are taken out of Yerushalayim to be burned.  

• The clothing of the Kohanim who carry the limbs to be burned become tamei. The T”K says they become tamei 
when they leave the Azarah. R’ Shimon says they become tamei when most of the limbs have caught on fire. 

 
GEMARA 
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• Q: As we will see from later Mishnayos, the limbs are not taken out to be burned at this point!? A: The Mishna 
means that the parts to burned on the Mizbe’ach are removed at this point so that the animals are ready to be 
burned when the proper time comes.  

KLA’AN B’MIKLAOS 

• R’ Yochanan said, this means that they are twisted together like a braid.  
• A Braisa says, the animals were not chopped into pieces like an Olah, rather the skin would remain intact, 

holding together whatever was cut up in the process. We learn this from the procedure that is done for the 
korbon of the Kohen Gadol when he brings a special chatas for doing an aveirah based on a mistaken psak. 

 

---------------------------------------Daf חס ---68--------------------------------------- 
MEI’EIMASAI MITAMIN BEGADIM 

• A Braisa says, the pasuk regarding the par and goat says “yotzi ehl michutz lamachaneh v’sarfu”. This suggests 
that they need to be removed only from the Azarah to be burned. However, we learn from a comparison to the 
par helam davar and the par Kohen hamashiach, that they must be burned outside of 3 machanos (i.e. outise of 
Yerushalayim)!? The Braisa explains that the pasuk comes to teach that the clothing of the Kohanim who carry 
out the animals become tamei when they leave one machaneh (i.e. the Azarah). 

o We know that the other korbonos mentioned above are burned outside all 3 machanos, because the 
Torah says regarding those 2 korbanos, and regarding the removal of the ash from the Mizbe’ach, that 
they should all be done outside “the machaneh”. There was no reason to state this regarding each one, 
because they can each be learned from the other. The Torah writes this 3 times to teach that the 
burning and placing must be done outside all 3 machanos.  

o Q: R’ Shimon says their clothing becomes tamei when most of the animal catches fire. If so, what does 
he learn from the pasuk of “yotzi ehl michutz lamachaneh v’sarfu”? A: He uses it as R’ Eliezer uses it in a 
Braisa, to compare it to parah adumah, that is burned outside all 3 machanos, and is burned to the east 
of Yerushalayim. The same is with these animals. The Rabanan of the Braisa (who use the pasuk and 
don’t have it available to teach this) will hold like the Braisa that says that these animals are burned to 
the north of Yerushalayim (they are chataos, which are always dealt with in the north). 

• A Braisa says, the pasuk says “v’hasoref”, which teaches that only the clothing of the one who burns the animals 
becomes tamei, but not the clothing of the one who lights the fire, or the one who sets up the wood. The pasuk 
says “osam”, which teaches that the burning only makes the clothing tamei before the animals are reduced to 
ashes. R’ Elazar the son of R’ Shimon says, once the meat of the animals have decomposed, they no longer 
make the clothing tamei.  

o The difference between the opinions would be where the animal was reduced to charcoal, but not yet 
to ashes. 

 
MISHNA 

• They would tell the Kohen Gadol, “The goat has reached the midbar”. They would know when this happened, 
because they had people standing at intervals between Yerushalayim and the Midbar. When the one closest to 
the Midbar saw that the goat reached the Midbar, he would wave a flag. The one closer to Yerushalayim would 
then wave a flag, etc., until it became known all the way to Yerushalayim. R’ Yehuda says, it was much simpler 
than that. From Yerushalayim to the Midbar was 3 mil. The prestigious people would walk him out for a distance 
of one mil and would then walk back one mil. All they had to do was wait the time it takes to walk a third mil, 
and by that time he would have reached the Midbar. R’ Yishmael says, they had a better telltale sign. There was 
a red string on the entrance to the Ulam that would turn white when the goat reached the Midbar. 

 
GEMARA 

• Abaye says, we see that R’ Yehuda holds, that the place that the goat must reach in order to be yotzeh the 
mitzvah is the very beginning of the Midbar (only 3 mil away). 
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HADRAN ALACH PEREK SHNEI SE’IREI!!! 
 

PEREK BA LO KOHEN GADOL -- PEREK SHEVI’I 
 

MISHNA 

• The Kohen Gadol would then go and read the parshiyos relating to Yom Kippur. If he wanted to wear the white, 
linen clothing when doing so, he could. If he preferred, he could even wear his own white clothing. The shamash 
takes the Sefer Torah and hands it to the one in charge of the Beis Hakneses, who then hands it to the S’gan, 
who then hands it to the Kohen Gadol. He then reads from parshas “Acharei Mos” and “Ach B’asor”. He then 
closes the Torah, holds it, and says “There is more written than what I have read so far”. He then reads the 
parsha of “b’asor” in Chumash Bamidbar, by heart. He then makes 8 brachos: on the Torah, the Avodah, for 
thanks, for forgiveness of aveiros, for the Beis Hamikdash, for the Yidden, for Yerushalayim, for the Kohanim, 
and for the rest of the tefilla. 

• One who saw the Kohen Gadol read from the Torah, did not see the animals being burned, because they were 
done at the same time and were a distance from each other. 

 
GEMARA 

• Q: From the fact that he may wear his own clothing during the Torah reading, we can learn that it is not 
considered to be an Avodah. From the fact that he may wear the linen clothing of hekdesh even though it is not 
an Avodah, can we say that we can learn that a Kohen is allowed to have benefit from the bigdei kehunah 
(which is a question that has been posed many a time)? A: It may be that he is allowed to wear the bigdei 
kehunah then, because the reading is considered to be needed for the Avodah.  

o A Mishna says that the Kohanim were not allowed to sleep in the bigdei kehuna. This would suggest that 
they may eat in them, which would mean they may benefit from the bigdei kehuna! 

▪ It may be that they are allowed to eat korbanos in them, because that is part of the process that 
brings a kapparah for the one bringing the korbon. 

o From the Mishna it would seem that a Kohen may take a walk in the clothing (only sleeping is not 
allowed). This would suggest that they may benefit from the bigdei kehuna! 

▪ In truth walking is also assur. The reason the Mishna discusses sleeping is because it wanted to 
say that the Kohanim may fold their clothing and place them under their head when they sleep. 

o The Mishna says that they may fold them under their head when they sleep. This would suggest that 
they may benefit from the bigdei kehuna! 

▪ R’ Pappa said, the Mishna means that they are to be placed by the side of their heads.  

 
 


